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The internationalization of the software industry and India’s emergence as one of its 
major centers is well known. Nevertheless, previous research studies on the 
organization of software industry in India have not examined several important aspects 
of this global production network (GPN). Indian software industry that mostly exports 
information technology (IT) services is integrated into the multinational corporation’s 
(MNC) global networks. The quasi-disintegration and internationalization of MNC 
production activities, the commodification of services, the availability of highly skilled 
low cost personnel, and Indian software services firms’ link with MNCs have aided in 
the emergence of software services industry in India. The empirical study investigates 
historical, institutional, structural, relational, and territorial aspects of the Indian 
software services production network (SSPN). The research elucidates that MNCs are 
key drivers in this complex and inter-dependent network that involve important Indian 
firms. This is the first study to investigate the Indian software services industry in the 
context of international software services production network (SSPN).
Keywords
International software industry, information technology (IT) services industry, global production of software services, 
multinational corporations (MNC) and software, commodity chains in software, offshoring, outsourcing, global production 
network (GPN), software services production network (SSPN).
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Introduction
The internationalization of the software industry and India’s emergence as one of its major centers is well known. 
Nevertheless, previous research studies on the organization of software industry in India have not examined several important 
aspects of this software services production network (SSPN). Indian software industry that mostly exports information 
technology (IT) services is integrated into the multinational corporation’s (MNC) global networks. The empirical study 
investigates historical, institutional, structural, relational, and territorial aspects of the Indian software services production 
network. The research elucidates what role MNCs and Indian software services firms play in these complex and inter-
dependent networks that involve important Indian firms. This is the first study to investigate the Indian software services
industry in the context of international SSPN.
India is now an important exporter of software services. Its software services exports grew at an estimated 36 percent in 2006 
and are expected to reach $ 18.1 billion (Nasscom 2007). This research studies the organization of both the Indian firms and 
MNCs in the software services industry. The terms IT services and software services have been used interchangeably in the 
literature to refer to the Indian software services industry. This study will be adopting the same approach. The paper is 
organized into sections on literature review, methodology, analysis, and conclusions. 
Literature Review
The software industry in India that mostly exports information technology (IT) services or software services has emerged in 
the last decade as an important constituent of the world software industry. The world software services market spending was 
about $ 415 billion in 2004 (IDC 2005). Software services is part of technology and related services whose spending in 2006 
was more than $ 1.5 trillion with a growth rate of 7.7 percent over 2005. In 2004, software services industry in India was $ 
9.2 billion constituting about 2.2 % of world software services industry. While by the end of 2006 the total size of the 
software services industry had grown to $ 23.7 billion (Nasscom 2003, 2005 and 2007). Although software services work 
comprises from application outsourcing to IT consulting but Indian industry has a noticeable presence in custom application 
development and application outsourcing segments of the market. Banking, insurance, telecommunications and other 
financial services are the main industries comprising 60 percent of the total revenues (Nasscom 2007).
Organization of services in networks
The production of goods had been internationalized, with varying degrees of division of work, for a long time. The 
international production of services is a more recent phenomenon with enormous implications considering that services 
represent two thirds of world gross domestic product (GDP). The production of services is mostly a core economic activity in 
a country irrespective of its national income. The world export of commercial services, which excludes government services, 
was $ 1,570 billion in 2002. Commercial services exports grew at 10.7 percent per year from 1989 to 2000 (Dicken 2003; 
WTO 2003). The trade in commercial services grew faster than trade in goods increasing its share in total world trade by 4 
percentage points from 1980-2000. In 2002, services accounted for approximately 20% of total world trade (WTO 2003). The 
atomization, fragmentation and internationalization of production has increased the role of service activities. MNCs have 
been attracted to the concept of sourcing services not only for cost reductions but also to gain greater flexibility and access to 
specialized skills (Davenport 2005). 
Global commodity chain (GCC) research has not investigated the commodity chains where the services play an important 
role. The focus has been conceptualized as a series of activities where the product input and output dominate. Services have 
not been examined in GCCs and thus have become mechanical configuration without much theoretical depth (Rabach and 
Kim 1994). SSPN in this study encompasses not just the production chains that are embedded in production networks of 
inter-firm networks with intricate links forming multidimensional, multi-layered lattices of economic activity (Dicken 2003)
The GCCs have been examined even less in industries where the predominant activity is services. Service activities in service 
industries such as financial services, software and health care are increasingly being fragmented and internationalized. In 
manufacturing industries such as information technology (IT) hardware industry, numerous service activities that are integral 
to their GCC such as research and development, design, and development have been internationalized (Dedrick and Kraemer 
1998; Poon 2002). 
The MNCs now manage their product commodity chains as networks of internationally located subsidiaries, affiliates, joint 
ventures, and sub-contractors. A similar phenomenon is taking place for service activities within the MNC commodity 
chains. Software services of major MNCs are being sourced from specialized software services firms with international 
locations (Bharati 2006; Bharati 2005). A specific network’s structure is constituted by nodes and their links. The nodes 
comprise of agents that are linked together with investments. The durability of the capital links are an important element of 
the network that includes both inter and intra firm links (Karlsson and Westin 1994). 
MNCs’ n ewer organizational arrangements 
MNCs are constantly in pursuit of the best balance between vertical integration and reliance on the market for inputs 
(Castells 2000). Efficiency is one of the driving forces as a way to achieve global competitiveness for labor-intensive 
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products, thus, MNCs have moved to low wage countries. This strategy of flexible centralization is complementing the 
benefits of scale economies with the advantages of low input costs (Bartlett and Ghoshal 1998). 
The oft-cited strategy is that of General Electric (GE) management’s 70-70-70 outsourcing strategy. This strategy mandates 
that 70% of GE’s IT service requirement will be outsourced, out of which, 70% will be given to strategic suppliers, who will 
in turn execute 70% of the work outside of high wage countries. It is estimated that GE currently sources more than $ 500 
million worth of software services from India and that is about 8 % of the Indian software services export (Nasscom
2003).As firms continue to transform themselves from a large, vertical corporation several organizational arrangements 
continue to emerge.
One of the arrangements that has emerged is the network model that adds flexibility and adaptability for the corporation 
(Castells 2000). This transformation is termed “quasi-disintegration”, the transformation from vertical integration to 
increased reliance on sub-contractors (Aoki 1988), or “quasi-integration”, the unity of firm with its suppliers, distributors into 
networks beyond pure market relations (Kenny and Florida 1993). This is one of the trends that has led to the booming of the 
sub-contracting or outsourcing market. The concept of networks is similar to that of value chain which “divides a company’s 
activities into the technologically and economically distinct activities it performs to do business” (Dedrick and Kraemer
1998) and a commodity chain which is “a network of labor and production processes whose end result is a finished 
commodity” (Hopkins and Wallerstein 1986, p. 159). 
The metaphor of chain has been employed in different disciplines with slightly different terminology such as value chain, 
commodity chain, supply chain and filieres (Kydd, J., Pearce, R. and Stockbridge 1996). The commodity chain and value 
chain approaches have numerous similarities between them. As “a firm’s value chain is an interdependent system or network 
of activities, connected by linkages. Linkages occur when the way in which one activity is performed affects the cost or 
effectiveness of other activities” (Porter 1990, p. 41). In case of a commodity chain “all firms or other units of production 
receive inputs and send outputs. Their transformation of the inputs that result in outputs locates them within a commodity 
chain (or quite often within multiple commodity chains)” (Hopkins and Wallerstein 1994, p. 17). 
Study of the Unites States (US) in late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries has found that the commodity chains were 
incorporated within the organizational boundaries of vertically integrated corporations. Then the “visible hand” of corporate 
management served as the governance structure of these corporations (Chandler 1977). “Under these circumstances, the 
governance structure, which is essential to the coordination of transnational production systems, is no longer synonymous 
with a corporate hierarchy” (Gereffi, Korzeniewicz and Korzeniewicz 1994, p. 7). In the last several decades of the twentieth 
century the commodity chains have become more internationalized. Some of the links that were internal to the vertically 
integrated corporation are being outsourced as tasks to be performed by a network of independent firms (Gereffi, 
Korzeniewicz and Korzeniewicz 1994). 
“In today’s global factory, the production of a single commodity often spans many countries, with each nation performing 
tasks in which it has a cost advantage. The components of a Ford Escort, for example, are made and assembled in fifteen 
countries across three continents” (Gereffi, Korzeniewicz and Korzeniewicz 1994, p. 1). This complex international 
disaggregation of stages of production and consumption under the organizational structure of densely networked firms or 
enterprises applies to both manufacturing and services (Dicken 2003; Porter 1990; Reich 1991). 
The Indian information technology (IT) services firms since the beginning have been part of the external networks of MNCs. 
MNCs, because of their re-organization of software services, have increasingly sourced software services from India. MNC’s 
international network of production of goods and services “combines a lead firm, its subsidiaries and joint ventures, its 
suppliers and subcontractors, its distribution channels, VARs [Value Added Resellers], as well as its R&D [Research and 
Development] alliances and a variety of cooperative agreements…. The lead firm outsources not only manufacturing, but 
also a variety of high-end support services.” (Ernst, 1997 p. 20). This international organization of production and 
consumption led by the major MNCs is an important reason for the outsourcing of software services in India.
Despite their increasing importance in the world economy, services have been neglected in the commodity chain and network 
analysis research. In the product commodity chains, the service activities provide links between production segments within 
international commodity chains. They not only link the overlapping commodity chains but also link larger spheres of 
production and distribution (Rabach and Kim 1994). As a result of atomization, fragmentation and internationalization of 
production, firms are increasingly producing software services by internationally coordinated service activities. Studies of
software services production in India (Arora and Gambardella 2005; Heeks 1996) have not investigated it as a complex 
network. In this study, the Indian software services production network (SSPN) is being investigated as a production network 
of organizations in multiple, complex, and overlapping webs of relationships (Barley et al 1992). This study can provide 
insights about the patterns and dimensions of the SSPN that are not visible in the analysis of a simple collection of 
organizations. 
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Methodology
A hurdle in conducting research on the software services industry is the unavailability of data because of absence of proper 
classifications (Sturgeon et al 2006). For instance, the United States also has not consistently classified the software services 
industry. The computer software industry was not classified separately even until 1972 (Siwek and Furchtgott-Roth 1993). 
United Nations (UN) has also acknowledged that there is a wide gap between data needs and availability and narrowing it is 
bound to be a long term exercise. To resolve this gap, the UN has a taskforce to classify and collect more and better 
internationally comparable data on services trade in the future (United Nations 2002). This study had to overcome these 
serious shortcomings of data unavailability.
Indian and MNC software services firms and joint venture database was developed as part of this study. Data was collected 
on all the software services firms listed on the National Association of Software and Service Companies (Nasscom) online 
directory. Then this data was augmented and reconciled with data from other databases, namely Compustat Global, Mergent 
Online and Thompson Research. Finally, data was also collected from firm websites and press releases. Despite sourcing data 
from numerous databases, the data is not uniformly available across all firms. Private firms disclose minimal data and MNCs 
provide negligible data on their subsidiaries. Since a significant number of firms in the database are private firms and MNC 
subsidiaries the data availability has varied in the database. The total number of software services firms in the database is 
551. The data was analyzed to study the organizations and the software services network employing a method that has been 
widely used in the field of Sociology in studies of global commodity chains and production networks (Bair and Gereffi 2001; 
Gereffi et al 2005). The data was first categorized based on the different aspects of the SSPN, namely the historical, 
institutional, structural, territorial and governance. The data was then analyzed by using statistical techniques for each aspect 
of the SSPN. The results of the data analysis are presented in the tables and explained in the analysis section.  
Analysis
History and institutions shaping the software services production network
The Indian economy since 1947 has been an economy that comprised of private Indian firms, MNCs, their joint ventures 
along with the some state public sector corporations. Although as early as 1958 a Scientific Policy Resolution was adopted to 
emphasize building national technological capability (Ahmed 1985), IT related initiatives were undertaken in the 1970s. 
The government had been providing incentives to export since 1965. Then a newly created Department of Electronics (DoE) 
of the Government of India (GoI) setup a ‘Software Export Scheme’ in 1972 which allowed the import of hardware to be 
used to export software. Export incentives such as eligibility of work location in export processing zones (EPZs), tax 
concessions and export subsidies were extended to software exporting firms.
In the 1980s, when the Indian government was undergoing a fiscal crisis, software export was encouraged. As part of the 
economic liberalization a new Computer Policy was introduced in 1984 that made the imports of hardware and software and 
access to foreign exchange easier (GoI 1984). Government also aided in marketing of exports in the early 80s with the 
creation of Engineering Export Promotion Council and later the Software Development Promotion Agency. This was 
followed by the formation of Electronics and Computer Software Export Promotion Council in 1986 (GoI 1986). Still some 
of these policies such as the ‘10 Crore Rule’, which eased export obligations for large exporters, did not favor smaller 
software companies (Heeks 1996).
Export processing zones (EPZs), export oriented units (EOUs) and since 1991 DoE’s Software Technology Parks (STPs) 
provided exemption and subsidies on physical and technological infrastructure, one stop shop for government approvals, duty 
free import and export, tax holiday, high speed international gateways and free profit repatriation for MNC subsidiaries
(Heeks 1996; Patibandla 2006). The government is now in the process of implementing new laws that encompass all Special 
Economic Zones (SEZs) under the SEZ Act 2005 and SEZ Rules 2006.
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), part of the Tata conglomerate, in 1974 was the first to receive permission to export 
software in return for importing hardware. TCS established a close relationship with Burroughs, a US hardware firm, which 
enabled it to establish itself. TCS also conducted mainframe maintenance and subsequently application maintenance for 
international clients (Balakrishnan 2006). In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the export by Indian firms increased and the 
presence of MNCs increased. As more and more domestic firms were formed after IBM’s exit from India and domestic 
market was saturating these firms increasingly focused on export starting in the 1980s. In 1985, Texas Instruments (TI) was 
the first MNC to establish a research facility after the 1977 exit of IBM. This was followed by MNCs such as Citigroup 
establishing their software development subsidiaries (Patibandla 2006). In addition, the absence of MNCs during this period 
enabled several Indian firms to grow and mature. 
The agglomeration of the electronics and computer hardware industry in some cities such as Bangalore was important in the 
location of the software industry. State public sector firms took the lead as the Indian private firms were not in a position 
make these investments. Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL), established in 1954, was the largest Indian electronics equipment 
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manufacturer for both civilian and military purposes. Other state public sector firms such as Indian Telecommunications 
Industries (ITI) and Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) were all located in Bangalore (Naidu 2003). In early 1970s 
Electronic Corporation of India (ECIL) started assembling computers. These state public sector firms came from a strong 
push by the government to be self reliant and focus on defense needs (Heeks 1996).  
 
In the 1960s hardware MNCs such as IBM produced most of the software. This was true for India too. With the adoption of 
computers in academic, government and private firms, some software development started to be sourced from Indian private 
firms. These firms largely served the Indian market. After the departure of IBM, Indian private hardware firms such as 
Hindustan Computers Limited (HCL) and Wipro started in house research and development. With the expertise gained with 
hardware Wipro and HCL were successfully able to make the transition to software (Balakrishnan 2006; Heeks 1996).
Starting in the 1950s and the Indian state established the educational institutions and research labs. Not coincidentally, the 
major software centers are also where the premier educational and research institutions are located. The Indian Institute of 
Science (IISc) is based in Bangalore while the Indian Institutes of Technology (IIT) and regional engineering colleges are 
based in Chennai, Mumbai and Delhi. The engineering college graduates, scientists and engineers employed at the research 
labs and state public sector electronics and computer hardware firms provided a ready pool of talent for the software export 
firms (Patibandla 2006). The DoE established the National Center for Software Development and Computing Technology 
(NCSDCT) in Mumbai to educate, train, generate and promote software (Naidu 2003).
In 1991 the Indian government’s economic liberalization policies had a favorable impact on the software industry that was 
ready to export and grow. From the mid-1990s to 2006, the industry has witnessed exponential increase. The year 2000 or 
Y2K problem projects fuelled the growth of Indian software firms in the 1990s. With the 2001 recession in the high income 
countries, MNCs started cutting costs and increasingly sourced software projects from Indian firms or their own subsidiaries. 
With the execution of large software services projects by the Indian software industry, it had reached the next stage. 
Structure of the software services production network
The different economic agents and their links elucidate the structure of the software services production network. The SSPN 
starts with usually a MNC or sometimes a small and medium enterprise (SME) that decides to source whole or part of its 
software services to another firm. The MNC sources it from either its own or another MNC subsidiary, an Indian firm or a 
joint venture or, usually, a combination. The SME on the other hand will either employ an Indian software services firm 
directly or through a sourcing consulting firm. The SSPN in India consists mostly of Indian private software services firms, 
Indian public software services firms, MNC subsidiaries and joint ventures (Table 1). 
A majority of the firms in the SSPN are Indian private firms but most of these private firms are small firms in terms of 
revenues. As these Indian private firms, both the startups and conglomerates’ sister companies, established themselves they 
were listed on the stock exchanges. Thus overall the Indian public firms are older than the private firms. While the Indian 
private firms and MNC subsidiaries were founded in mid-1990s the public firms were founded in the early 1990s (Table 1). 
The top five Indian software services firms were founded in the 1960s and 70s and, for the conglomerates, the parent firms 
were established as early as the 19th century (Table 2). 
The MNCs and Indian firms prefer stock exchanges and world headquarters in their country of origin. The preferable main 
office location in India is Mumbai for Indian public firms and Bangalore for Indian private firms and MNC subsidiaries. 
Indian public firms and MNCs are substantially bigger than almost all of the private firms. The MNCs are usually much 
bigger than Indian public firms with their median revenues more than 120 times that of Indian public firms (Table 1). The 
bigger of the Indian public firms are growing at a fast pace and four of the Indian software services firms already have 
revenues of more than $ 1 billion per year (Table 2). The total employees and revenues of the major MNCs is still 
substantially more than the major Indian public firms (Table 2 and 4).  
Dominant economic agents are MNC subsidiaries and Indian public software services firms. The top 4 Indian software 
services firms have a 45% market share and the next 10 have a 25% market share of the software services market. The Indian 
software services firms continue to grow and the top four firms now have revenues of more than $ 1 billion with offices all 
over the world (Table 2). TCS, the largest Indian software services firm, is already part of Tata Sons that is a giant Indian 
conglomerate. As in the past the Indian state continues to assist with tax incentives, establishment of software parks and 
export processing zones. The statistics for the MNC subsidiaries are difficult to ascertain but both the IT and non-IT MNCs 
also have significant operations. 
Territories of the software services production network
The spatial dispersion or concentration of production units, location of suppliers, and clients explains the territories of the 
SSPN. The average IT employee cost in India of $ 5880 per year is an important factor in the emergence of India as a work 
location in software services (Nasscom 2003). Americas and Europe, with US and England constituting the majority, remain 
the key markets with more than 80% of services sourced from this region (Nasscom 2007). The software services firms have 
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established work locations in the big cities and some locations and their surrounding areas have emerged as favorites, namely 
Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, New Delhi, and Mumbai (Tables 6 and 7). 
The cost at the most popular work locations in India has risen drastically and firms are exploring newer locations. The newer
locations are cities that satisfy the software services needs in terms of personnel and infrastructure. The newer locations that 
are emerging as major centers are Kolkota, Mysore and Pune. The Indian and MNC software services firms continue to 
explore and experiment with new locations. The Indian software services firms are also experiencing intensified competition 
from IT and Consulting MNCs such as Accenture, Deloitte, EDS, GE, HP, and IBM with international presence. They are 
interested in penetrating newer markets such as Japan. The major Indian software services firms are exploring new 
international low cost locations and have opened up software services production centers in countries such as Brazil, China 
and Malaysia. Territorially the SSPN’s of major Indian software services firms are increasingly gaining a more international 
character not only in terms of sales offices but also work locations. 
Governance of the software services production network
Governance structure studies the strategic drivers and how they exert influence on other economic agents, focusing on power 
and authority relationships in the network. The software services network in India is bound together with the help of equity 
and non-equity forms of ownership and control. Networks are bound together usually through equity holdings, debt holdings, 
shared directors, and equipment leases. The MNCs are owners of their subsidiaries and the major ones, in descending order 
of size, are IBM, Cognizant, HP, Accenture, and GE. Non-IT MNCs such as GE also are part equity owners of a sixth largest 
Indian software services firm Patni Computer Services (PCS). GE also has several joint ventures with other Indian software 
services firms such as the Birla group and Satyam. The network providing software services to GE has been categorized into 
inter-firm, intra-firm (subsidiary) and joint venture network (Bharati 2005).
Most of the customers of India’s software services industry are non-Indian MNCs and SMEs. In 2004-05 year, about 74% of 
the revenues were from export. The customers of the software services industry is a laundry list of major MNCs. GE is not 
only a major customer of all its subsidiaries and joint venture firms but also one of the largest customers of PCS. GE 
constitutes about 20 % and 38% of Satyam and iGATE sales respectively. TCS is providing software services worth more 
than $ 100 million (Tables 3 and 5). The historical connection with MNCs, which was the basis of the industry, has been 
maintained in the present network. This connection has been maintained through a record of providing high quality service at 
a low price. The private, public and MNC software services firms in India have the highest number of Capability Maturity 
Model (CMM) certifications in the world including 90 firms with CMM Level 5 certification. As of December 2006, 440 
Indian firms had quality certifications (Nasscom 2007). All the top five Indian software services firms and more than half of 
Indian public firm are CMM certified (Tables 1 and 2). 
Conclusions
The quasi-disintegration and internationalization of MNC production activities, the commodification of services, the 
availability of highly skilled low cost personnel, and Indian software services firms link with MNCs have aided in the 
emergence of software services industry in India. The Indian state also provided and continues to provide incentives to 
develop this industry. The state was instrumental in establishing the educational and research hubs and later provided 
substantial assistance through the software technology parks (STPs). Several Indian firms also were able to take advantage of 
the absence of MNC competition in the late 1970s and early 1980s to reach a critical size enabling them to compete with IT 
MNCs in the production of software services. 
The Indian software services firms have had a relationship with MNCs since the very beginning. These close links have been 
strengthened with the MNCs serving as critical customer and sometimes important investors in the Indian software services
firms. The Indian software services firms on the other hand have gained in reputation and size. It is possible that some of 
these large firms may become Indian MNCs with international production locations. These major Indian software services 
firms are largely producing for MNCs and SMEs and thus suffer from the lack of independent access to the final consumer. 
The software services network is not as layered as compared to a manufacturing network. Presently the service work cannot 
be packaged more effectively and efficiently with better results, although it is possible that might change. Despite the fact 
that both MNCs and Indian software services firms are exploring newer work locations both in India and in other countries, 
some cities have emerged as hubs for software services work. This clustering of software services work in these cities has 
created the software services poles. 
The research elucidates that MNCs are key drivers of this complex and inter-dependent network that involve important 
Indian firms. The IT and non-IT MNCs exert significant influence over the network both as producers and consumers of 
software services. Since the MNCs have shown a preference for India as part of their SSPN, IT MNCs have drastically 
increased their software services production capacity. 
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This is the first study that has investigated the Indian software services industry as part of the global production network
(GPN). The study is able to provide insights which would not be possible if the analysis would not have been approached 
from a commodity chain and GPN perspective. Since this is the first study to employ this approach in the analysis of software 
services future studies could employ it in the investigation of other services. 
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Tables
Table 1: Overview of Software Services Industry in India
Data Sources: Firm websites, Press reports, Nasscom, Compustat Global, Mergent Online, Thompson Research, and US Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) filings. * MNC Data.
Table 2: Top Five Indian Software Services Firm: Overview
Data Sources: Firm websites, Press reports, Nasscom, Compustat Global, Mergent Online, Thompson Research, and US Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) filings.
Table 3: Top Five Indian Software Services Firm: Ownership and Clients
Company Ownership/Investors Major Clients
TCS
Tata Sons: 79.55% 
FII: 7.25%
Indian Public: 4.8%
Jamsetji Tata Trust: 1.95%
AT&T, Bombay Stock Exchange, Citibank, 
Compaq, GE, ING America, Kellogg's,  
Lucent, Nike,  Nokia, Target,  Texas 
Instruments, GAP, Asian Development 
Bank
Infosys
FII: 37.91%
Indian Promoters: 19.5%
Non Resident Public: 15.49%
Corporations: 4.49% 
Alstom, American Express,  Bank of 
America, Cardif, Goldman Sachs, 
Northwestern Mutual,  Schlumberger, 
Toshiba, Schneider Electric 
Indian
Private
Indian
Public MNC Subsidiary
Firms 133 61 59
Founding Year 1996 1991 1996
Median Revenues (millions) NA 26 3189*
Median Employees 225 1300 2250*
Most Utilized Stock Exchange NA BSE NASDAQ
World Headquarters India India US
Primary Office Location Bangalore Mumbai Bangalore
ISO Certified Firms 36% 67% 27%
Company
Revenue
2005-06 
(billions)
Employees 
(thousands)
Founded Exchanges 
Listed 
World 
Headquarters
Major 
Certifications
TCS 2.24 88.1 1968 NSE, BSE
Mumbai 
Metro
CMM Level 5 
PCMM Level 4
Infosys 2.15 69.4 1981
NSE, BSE,  
NASDAQ
Bangalore
CMM Level 5
CMMi Level 5
PCMM Level 5
Wipro 1.35 61 1980
BSE, NSE, 
NYSE
Bangalore
CMM Level 5 
CMMi Level 5 
PCMM Level 5
HCL 1.82 42 1976 BSE, NSE
New Delhi 
Metro CMM Level 5
Satyam 1.09 38.9 1987
NYSE, 
NASDAQ, 
BSE, NSE
Hyderabad
CMM Level 5
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Wipro
Promoters: 81.44%
Indian Public: 6.88%
FII: 4.68%
Corporations: 2.33%
Cisco, Fujitsu, GM, Honeywell, Morgan 
Stanley, NEC,  Thomson, Toshiba,  
Washington Mutual Bank, Sun 
Satyam 
FII: 52.48%
Indian Promoters: 14.02%
Mutual Funds: 5.70%
Indian Public: 4.06%
Caterpillar, CSC, GE, Singapore, JP 
Morgan Chase,  Reuters, State Farm, 
Unilever,  World Bank, Carnegie Mellon
HCL 
HCL Corporation: 50.03%
FII: 21.17%
HCL Promoters: 18.94%
Mutual Funds: 5.31%
Air Canada, Cisco, Deutsche Bank, 
Macromedia, NEC,  Reserve Bank of 
India, Samsung Electronics, Singapore, 
Sony
Data Sources: Firm websites, Press reports, Nasscom, Compustat Global, Mergent Online, Thompson Research, and US Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC) filings; FII: Foreign Institutional Investors.
Table 4: Top Five MNC Subsidiaries in Software Services: Overview 
Revenue
2006 
(billions) 
Employees in 
India 
(thousands)
Employees 
(thousands)
World 
Headquarters Founded
Primary 
Exchange
Major 
Certifications
IBM 91.1 38.5 319.3 Armonk, NY 1997 NYSE CMM level 5
Cognizant 0.89 20.3 27 Teaneck, NJ 1994 NASDAQ
PCMM Level 5
CMMi Level 5
HP 91.7 19 150 Palo Alto, CA 1989
NYSE, 
NASDAQ CMM Level 5
Accenture 16.6 18 129 New York, NY 1987 NYSE CMM Leve
GE 163.4 13 300 Fairfield, CT 1993 NYSE CMMi Level 5
Data Sources: Firm websites, Press reports, and US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings.
Table 5: Top Five MNC Subsidiaries in Software Services: Clients
Major Clients Indian Clients
Major 
Alliances Joint Ventures
IBM 
Aviva Life 
Insurance, 
Cognizant 
Technology, ING
Hutchison, ING 
Vysya Bank, IDBI 
Limited
Bharti Tele-
Ventures, I-
Flex, Hexaware, 
Infosys, Polaris, 
Satyam, TCS, 
Wipro Bharti Tele-Ventures
Cognizant
Ford, Gartner,
MetLife, Sears
HP HP
I-Flex, Polaris, 
Wipro
Accenture Fortune 1000 
GE 
GE, HSBC, 
Singapore Airlines Satyam, Wipro
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Data Sources: Firm websites, Press reports, and US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings.
Table 6: Territorial Distribution of Top Five Indian Software Services Firm
Firm Headquarters Employees (thousands) Bangalore Chennai Hyderabad Mumbai New Delhi 
TCS Mumbai 43.7     
Infosys Bangalore 32.0     
Wipro Bangalore 39.0     
Satyam Secunderabad 16.8     
HCL New Delhi 16.4   
Data Sources: Firm websites, Press reports, and US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings.
Table 7: Territorial Distribution of Top Five MNC Subsidiaries
Firm Employees (thousands) Bangalore Chennai Hyderabad Mumbai 
New 
Delhi 
IBM 38.5    
Cognizant 20.3   
HP 19.0     
Accenture 18.0     
GE 13.0   
Data Sources: Firm websites, Press reports, and US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) filings.
